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A B S T R A C T

                  Air quality is the leading global environmental risk factor for disease. This article focuses on the evidence for the

                need to develop e ective air quality policies for the Paci c Islands region. Factors that have in uenced theff fi fl

              success and failures of previous and existing environmental policies are considered to help understand necessary

              future actions. Factors instrumental in resulting in policy failures include nations focusing on economic growth

               and poorly managing the externalities (i.e. waste and fossil fuel emissions); inappropriate application of aid; a

             lack of planning; insu cient resources; misunderstanding of risks and con icts in systems of governance.ffi fl

           Successful programs have included capacity building activities in collaboration with traditional land-users;

            empowering of existing leaders, regional co-operation and local acceptance of nancial responsibility. Forwardfi

              strategizing for more e ective leadership in air quality management will require a more co-ordinated approachff

             to address enforcement of environmental policy from multiple angles: including raising awareness, provision of

             viable alternatives, local nancial responsibility and the co-operation of di erent authorities to facilitate en-fi ff

forcement.

 1. Introduction

        Globally, exposure to environmental pollution kills three times as

         many people each year than AIDS, tuberculosis and malaria combined;

            almost 15 times as many as war and all forms of violence (Landrigan

          et al., 2017). Air pollution is the leading global environmental risk

        factor for disease and premature death (World Health Organization,

          2014). Risk from PM2.5 (particles less than 2.5 m) includes all-causeμ

          mortality ( ; ), particularly cardiovas-Kloog et al., 2013 Shi et al., 2016

           cular mortality ( ) with no evidence of a thresholdHoek et al., 2013

          below which e ects are not observed ( ;ff Pope and Dockery, 2006 Brook

         et al., 2010 Potera, 2014 Rao). Other associations include diabetes ( ;

         et al., 2015 Kloog); deep vein thrombosis and pulmonary embolism (

       et al., 2015), dementia, Alzheimer s and Parkinson s disease’ ’

          ( ). In Suva alone, the annual mortality riskKioumourtzoglou et al., 2016

            from PM2.5 exceeds the national road toll for Fiji ( ).Isley et al. (2018a)

            The main sources of PM2.5 in Suva, Fiji s capital, are smoke from fossil’

         fuel burning in industry, power generation, shipping and vehicles (Isley

           et al., 2016, 2017b, 2018a, 2018b ) as well as smoke from burning

           wastes in residential areas ( ; ).Isley et al., 2017a Isley et al., 2018b

          The Fiji Department of Environment are aware of these air pollution

        sources ( ;Department of Environment Fiji, 2007 Fiji Department of

        Environment, 2013). Essentially, the same sources of air pollution

          (diesel combustion and waste burning) are common across all of the

        Paci c Island countries (PICs) and many other developing countriesfi

          ( ; ; ;Thaman et al., 2003 Periathamby et al., 2009 Gleye, 2010 Mataki,

          2011 Owens et al., 2011 Dornan and Jotzo, 2012 Keruring van; ; ;

       Elektrotechnische Materialen te Arnhem, 2012 Paci c Energy Summit,; fi

            2013 Wiedinmyer et al., 2014 Esco er et al., 2016 Taibi et al., 2016; ; ffi ; ;

   Isley et al., 2018a   ). The Paci cfi       Island nations su er from an absence of,ff

         or incomplete options for residential waste disposal, leading to in-

        dividuals incinerating domestic waste. This causes localised air quality

       issues ( ; ). Consequently, e ective wasteMataki, 2011 Woodruf, 2014a ff

         management forms an integral aspect of air quality policy (Department

         of Environment Fiji, 2007 Fiji Department of Environment, 2013; ) and

             is examined in this article as part of the matrix for lowering health risks

      from particulate pollution in Paci c Island cities.fi

          For Suva, Fiji, scienti c air quality studies are available to describefi

           the current particle air quality and pollutant sources (Isley et al., 2016,

         2017a, 2017b, 2018a). Similar information is largely absent across the

          PICs, with the exception of Noumea and New Caledonia ( ;Gleye, 2013

            Esco er et al., 2016ffi ). For the city area in Suva, Fiji, diesel emissions

        from industry, electricity generation and small shipping craft contribute

       approximately 21% of the ne atmospheric particle (PMfi 2.5   ) load; with
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          17% from vehicle emissions, 7.5% from open burning and 7% from

           large ships and other industries. In the residential areas of Suva, the

           open burning contribution is more than double that in the city, largely

           due to waste burning and cooking practices ( ). InIsley et al., 2018b

        Noumea, industrial activity, tra c and domestic burning practices areffi

         notable sources of particle air pollutants, although quantitative data on

         their speci c contribution is not available ( ).fi Esco er et al., 2016ffi

         The article evaluates current air quality management in the Paci cfi

        Islands in the context of existing environmental management practices

            and known health risk. The aim is to determine the best practices for

      developing forward strategies for air quality management.

  2. Existing policy

        Much environmental policy exists across the PICs. This includes

       legislation ( ;Fiji Environmental Law Association, 2017a Secretariat of

       the Paci c Environment Programme, 2017fi ). Participation of PIC’s in 37

      di erent international environmental treaties and regional frameworksff

          and policies is listed in Secretariat of the Paci c Regional Environmentfi

        Programme (2016) . Air pollution is encompassed within this broader

        legislation, however, for Fiji, the Environment Management (EIA pro-

          cess) Regulations ( ) include a section on airGovernment of Fiji, 2007b

         emission licenses. The national ambient air quality standards are in-

       cluded within Environment Management (waste disposal and recycling)

        Regulations ( ); which include penalties forGovernment of Fiji, 2007a

          open burning of domestic waste, tyres, oil and other materials. Despite

       existing legislation, implementation and enforcement are seldom ef-

         fective, both in Fiji ( ) andFiji Environmental Law Association, 2017b

        elsewhere across the region (Papua New Guinea (Mowbray and

        Duguman, 2009 Government of the Federated States of), Micronesia (

       Micronesia, 2007 Nunn, 2009) and other Paci c Islands (fi ).

         For example, with respect to waste burning, Micronesia s law clearly’

           states that the open burning of wastes is not allowed ( United States

         Government 1980 Harding, 1992; ). Yet, “the burning of yard waste,

           which may include plastics, rubber and many other inorganic items, is a

        common practice” (Government of the Federated States of Micronesia,

        2007). Waste burning continues in Micronesia despite advances in

        waste policy ( ). Fiji s open res by-laws (Woodruf, 2014b ’ fi Government

          of Fiji, 2007c) include a $10,000 (FJD) penalty for burning household

           garbage without a permit. This penalty is severe, being half of the

            average annual wage in Fiji ( ); yet there isFiji Bureau of Statistics, 2015

         no evidence of enforcement. Instead, surveys show that waste burning

            is widespread in Fiji with over 50% of people in Suva (capital) burning

        household waste and green waste ( ;McDowall, 2005 Department of

          Environment Fiji, 2007 Isley et al., 2016; ). Imagery of waste-burning in

          Suva Fiji (Supplementary Section A), show that items burned are si-

          milar to those described for Micronesia. Likewise, for Kiribati, the Cook

         Islands and the Marshall Islands, enforcement of bylaws and policy

         around waste disposal is minimal and are ine ective at preventingff

         burning of waste ( ; ; ;Marshall Islands, 1984 Kiribati, 1999 Dusevic, 2001

       Secretatiat of the Paci c Environment Programme, 2013 Aitken,fi ;

2014).

         Even where legislation is uplifted to remedy pollution caused by

           poorly maintained vehicles, past history has shown that it is di cult toffi

       implement. regulations prohibit useUnited States Government (1980)

         of vehicles in Micronesia that have become mechanically de cient so‘ fi

           as to cause the emission of visible air contaminants and list penalties.’

        Smoky vehicles remain a problem despite these legal controls

        ( ;Government of the Federated States of Micronesia, 2007 UNEP,

           2015). Similar to Fiji s burning laws, this may be because the controls’

         are p.22 ( ). The“unenforceably severe” Harding, 1992 Fiji Department of

        Environment, (2013) listed vehicle emissions as the most common

          source of air pollution complaints. Since then, the number of registered

          vehicles has risen steadily, from 89,190 in 2013 (Fiji Bureau of

          Statistics, 2018 Vula, 2017); to 110,763 in 2016 ( ). The most recently

           available data for the composition of Fiji s vehicle eet is from 2013’ fl

          ( ), with 22% of vehicles being buses,Fiji Bureau of Statistics, 2018

          carriers and goods vehicles. Whilst the Fiji Bureau of Statistics (2018)

             does not list data for the age of vehicles in Fiji s eet, vehicle emissions’ fl

         from old and poorly maintained vehicles also remain an unresolved

        problem ( ; ;Campbell, 2004 Rogo, 2011 Land Transport Authority Fiji,

            2016 Land Transit Authority Fiji (2015)). Fiji s’ notes that “while it is true

              that all motor vehicles smoke, it is the degree of it which is the problem” in

Fiji         (imagery in Supplementary Section B). Fiji s Land Transport Au-’

          thority is currently taking action to reduce emissions, detailed in Sec-

 tion 4.3.

     3. Barriers to implementing policy successfully

  3.1. Economic barriers

         Governments in PICs trend to focus on economic growth, with

        spending on environmental protection being a low priority (Nunn,

         2009 Lata and Nunn, 2012 OECD, 2012; ; ). Growing expectations for

         development compete with management of impacts on a fragile en-

         vironment ( ). This is driven by communitiesStorey and Hunter, 2010

         who are more focussed on short-term economic bene ts (fi Lata and

 Nunn, 2012 ).

          For those on low incomes, long term health risk or environmental

           goals seem less relevant than daily needs ( ). In the Feder-Nunn, 2009

           ated States of Micronesia, 17% of the population lived below the $1.90

            per day income poverty line in 2013 (39% in Papua New Guinea (World

        Bank, 2017)). For many in informal settlements (squatters), day-to-day

          survival is the primary concern ( ). A similar situation existsJones, 2013

           in Port Moresby (Papua New Guinea), where more than 375,000 live in

         informal settlements (50% of population ( )) and to varyingJones, 2013

           degrees in Suva where 20% of the population are squatters (Phillips and

         Keen, 2016). Nadi (Fiji), Honiara (Solomon Islands), Port Vila (Va-

        nuatu) and Apia, Samoa also have signi cant squatter populationsfi

          ( ). Issues such as climate change or long-term health im-Jones, 2013

            pacts are a future problem, for which the timing and severity of the

         impact is uncertain. Understandably, these are often not given sub-

        stantial consideration for those facing immediate daily challenges of

      poor housing, inadequate waste disposal, unemployment, nutrition-re-

       lated health problems and under-resourced health services ( Mortreux

  and Barnett, 2009).

         Low income households are less likely to consider air pollution

        consequences when disposing of rubbish or choosing cooking fuel.

        Informal settlements lack solid waste collection services, because they

            do not pay land rates ( ). In some instances, communitiesLal et al., 2007

            will pay for their own waste collection ( ). Suva CouncilLal et al., 2007

           (Fiji) has installed bins at the edge of informal settlements to allow

        waste disposal ( ). Unfortunately, the frequencyPhillips and Keen, 2016

        of waste collection is not always adequate (imagery Supplementary

           Section C). Burying wastes or burning them are often the only practical

       and hygienic options ( ). Therefore, policies prohibitingMataki, 2011 

          waste burning are unlikely to be e ective, unless alternative options areff

        available. Likewise, when choosing fuels for cooking, the poorest

          households are likely to choose high-emission fuels that can be freely

         collected, such as rewood and even plastics (fi Government of the

         Federated States of Micronesia, 2007), because cleaner fuels are priced

    beyond their reach ( ).OECD, 2012

        This short-term perspective is also demonstrated in the transport

        sector, where motorists lack economic incentive to consider adverse

         environmental and health impacts, which are not borne by themselves,

           but by the general public ( ). Transport is a vital componentOECD, 2012

       of Fiji s economy, contributing 16% to GDP (’    Fiji Bureau of Statistics,

             2014). As diesel is considered to be Fiji s working fuel , it is taxed less’ ‘ ’

        in comparison to petrol ( ). This growth-oriented policyRogo, 2011

      generates increased diesel emissions, competing with environmental

        policies that advocate emission reduction ( ). Further, lowerRogo, 2011

           taxes on diesel fuels are common across many countries, leading to an
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     increase in diesel vehicles ( ).OECD, 2012

        Small countries cannot support large numbers of government em-

        ployees and environmental departments that do not generate revenue

        are particularly understa ed ( ). This is common acrossff Nunn, 2009

       developing countries ( ). Fijian municipalitiesMomtaz and Kabir, 2014

        receive inadequate funding to administer solid waste services (Fiji

        Department of Environment, 2010 ) and enforce waste burning policy

        ( ). Furthermore, there are insu cientGovernment of Fiji, 2007c, 2012 ffi

          ( ) or inadequately trained ( )Government of Fiji, 2006 Tiaeke et al., 2002

           inspectors to monitor o ences. Collection of waste has high costs and isff

       economically ine cient ( ). Pro-ffi Fiji Department of Environment, 2010

           grams that are economically driven often fail due to fuel cost, wide-

         spread populations and limited local markets for recycled goods (Kerr,

    2005 Finnigan, 2011 Woodruf, 2014a; ; ).

    3.2. Technology, infrastructure and planning

        Inappropriate technology, lack of maintenance and a shortage of

         skilled workers often see new measures fail ( ). VehiclesFinnigan, 2011

          provided for solid waste collection may be inappropriate if they are

        unsuited to unpaved roads common in the informal settlements

        ( ). Maintenance of waste compactor vehicles and in-Woodruf, 2014a 

          cinerators is di cult in PICs due to di culty acquiring spare parts,ffi ffi

          equipment damage caused by hot, salty climate and shortage of skilled

      mechanics ( ). Alternative solutionsWorld Health Organisation, 1996

            such as high cost solid waste land lls in the Cook Islands and Kiribatifi

         proved too complex in design ( ), equipment failed andFinnigan, 2011

             was not repaired due to a lack of skilled workers, spare parts or funds

   ( ).Storey and Hunter, 2010

        International aid often addresses the need for environmental policy

        and programs in PICs ( ;World Health Organisation, 1996 Government

         of Fiji, 2012 Jones, 2013; ). Yet, activities dependent on externally

           driven environmental policy tend to exist only for the lifetime of ex-

         ternal resourcing ( ; ), such as waste manage-Heckel, 2003 Nunn, 2009

            ment projects in Kiribati ( ). This may be due toStorey and Hunter, 2010

          poor planning or lack of necessary resources for continuation of the

           project ( ). Thus, while donor aid is valuable inLata and Nunn, 2012

          providing infrastructure that are otherwise beyond the reach of PICs it

            must be provided in such a manner to ensure the human and nancialfi

        resources are available to provide for ongoing operation, maintenance

   and eventual replacement (  Finnigan, 2011 ).

       Employing appropriate technology is therefore a vital consideration

         for implementation of air quality monitoring in PICs. Equipment that

           requires a highly stable power supply or strict climate controls may not

          function e ectively in a Paci c Island setting because these are notff fi

        consistently available. Likewise, if expensive analyses of samples are

            required as part of the monitoring regime it is unlikely to be continued

          beyond the timeframe of external funding. Finally, akin to the man-

        agement of waste compactor vehicles and incinerators (World Health

        Organisation, 1996), it is necessary that the appropriate nancial,fi

        technical and personnel resources are available for correct operation

         and maintenance of air monitoring equipment along with the assess-

    ment and interpretation of data.

        Further to economic constraints, the infrastructure for waste man-

           agement in PICs is often inadequate to ful l the intention of environ-fi

         mental policy. For example, in the Cook Islands, although television

      advertisements encouraged separation of wastes, waste contractors

         placed separated refuse and recyclables together in the same truck

        ( ). This was because recyclables were being stockpiledFinnigan, 2011

       rather than exported, reducing incentive for waste separation

         ( ). Similarly, theFinnigan, 2011 Government of the Federated States of

          Micronesia 2007, 2010) acted to increase public awareness of the risks

          of open burning of waste, to enforce burning regulations and provide

         a ordable waste disposal options. Sadly, a lack of infrastructure con-ff

        tributed to poor compliance with these policy measures (Woodruf,

         2014b). Whilst waste segregation and recycling initiatives exist in PICs

         ( ; ; ), this lack of appro-Woodruf, 2014a Anderson, 2016 Mackay, 2017

           priate infrastructure means that in the vast majority of cases, waste is

          collected, dumped on vacant areas, in the ocean or burned (Woodruf,

2014a).

           Health risk posed by burning of wastes, or indeed from other en-

          vironmental risks (such as climate change) is poorly understood in PICs

         ( ;Government of the Federated States of Micronesia, 2007 Mortreux and

         Barnett, 2009 Lata and Nunn, 2012; ). Similarly, motorists are unaware

           of the potential harm caused by vehicle emissions ( ). A lackRogo, 2011

           of understanding or acceptance of health risk related to air quality is

        not unique to the Paci c Islands (fi Environment Protection Authority,

          2016). However, the failure to understand the risk associated with in-

       action on widespread environmental issues, their broader connectivity

            to human health and the protection of the environment is also shared by

          decision-makers in PICs ( ). Ironically, the lack ofLata and Nunn, 2012

        awareness of societal actions and behaviours has been acknowledged

           within the Paci c as doing harm to public health (fi Government of the

    Federated States of Micronesia, 2007).

 3.3. Governance

       Communities often resist government directives, deferring to more

         traditional systems of governance ( ). Amongst theKeppel et al., 2012a

         Paci c Islands nations, traditional culture and society are strong, withfi

           over 90% indigenous population ( ) and over 80% ofKoshy et al., 2008

         land under traditional ownership ( ). Further, citiesKeppel et al., 2012b

         in the Paci c Islands often cross administrative and social boundaries.fi

        As urban areas grow, peri-urban settlements develop on customary

         land; challenging distinctions between the roles of state and customary

        institutions ( ; ; ; ).Petru, 1993 Pulea, 1994 Storey, 2006 Scaglion, 2013

      Land-owning communities believe that making environmental deci-

          sions about their land is their traditional right ( ;Dusevic, 2001 Nunn,

           2009 Lata and Nunn, 2012; ); resulting for example, in the refusal to

         follow directives prohibiting the burning of wastes or crop residues.

        Enforcement of environmental policies is complicated by these dif-

         ferent legal and governance frameworks. In Micronesia, vast areas of

           forest were declared as protected areas in 1987, however this was es-

       tablished without consultation of landholders and community leaders

          and was unsuccessful ( ). A later initiative engagedKeppel et al., 2012a

        the existing local leadership, building capacity within the community

         for self-management of their traditional lands; this has succeeded in

         reducing erosion and protecting biodiversity ( ;Keppel et al., 2012a The

        Nature Conservancy, 2017). Likewise, in Fiji, empowering of existing

          local governance for management of clam stocks has proven vital to

         clam conservation ( ). The implication from theseGovan et al., 2012

        previous challenges for successful implementation of air quality man-

         agement is that management plans that give traditional leaders power

          to enforce directives are more likely to succeed (Clarke and Jupiter,

           2010). This may involve giving tribal leaders the power to enforce nesfi

        for burning rubbish or unauthorised land-clearing by burning, with

         fines being paid into village funds; noting examples from Tokelau

         ( ) and Vutia, Fiji ( ). Land-owningAngelo, 1993 Lata and Nunn, 2012

           communities should be consulted as to what activities form a vital part

         of culture and traditional practice. For example, in Tonga, waste

        management regulations enacted in 2016 ( )Government of Tonga, 2016

           to prevent open burning of wastes still allow burning for some agri-

        cultural purposes and traditional cooking in umus (earth ovens).

   4. Factors for success

  4.1. Increasing awareness

        Understanding environmental change and its consequences is key to

       the successful management of environmental resources (Lauer and

        Aswani, 2010). Recently, Fiji s reduce, reuse, recycle awareness pro-’ ‘ ’

       gram (Secretariat of the Paci c Regional Environment Programme,fi
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         2016) has seen increased proportions of materials being recycled (and

          presumably less being burned). In Fiji, the mass of recyclable materials

           collected increased from 251 t in 2013 to 396 t in 2016

         ( ). It is estimated that 57% of Fiji s recyclableWaqavonovono, 2017 ’

          waste from vehicles, white goods, cans, PET, paper and cardboard is

         now exported, reused or recycled (Secretariat of the Paci c Regionalfi

        Environment Programme, 2016 ). Surveys to determine the most e ec-ff

       tive medium for communicating environmental awareness (Lata and

          Nunn, 2012) indicated radio (31% population reach) to be the key

        medium, followed by newspapers (25%) and television (22%). Aside

          from wastes and air quality, turtle conservation provides a further ex-

        ample of a successful public awareness campaign (Fiji Government,

          2002 Laveti and MacKay, 2009 Freund, 2014 Secretariat of the Paci c; ; ; fi

       Environment Programme, 2015 CITES, 2017 Fiji Environmental Law; ;

   Association, 2017b Solomon, 2017; ).

  4.2. Financial responsibility

       For sustained environmental management, PICs need to commit

          their own resources to local issues (Secretariat of the Paci c Regionalfi

     Environment Programme, 2016). Before environmentally damaging

          behaviours can be changed, there needs to be practical, economic and

     sustainable alternatives. Successful locally-funded initiatives include

       container deposit programmes (Kiribati, Federated States of Micronesia

         and Palau), pre-paid waste collection bag systems (Kiribati), and the

          introduction of waste tipping fees in Fiji (Secretariat of the Paci cfi

      Regional Environment Programme, 2016). Other examples include

       funding environmental management using ecotourism and trust funds

      ( ; ).de Haas, 2002 Keppel et al., 2012b

   4.3. A co-ordinated approach

       Environmental management and enforcement of policy requires co-

        ordination between government departments and other groups. It also

          requires issues to be addressed from multiple angles. Such an approach

         is well demonstrated by the Fiji s Land Transport Authority s initiative’ ’

   for vehicle emission reduction.

        The Fijian Land Transport Authority s plan to combat emissions’

           consist of several steps: Firstly, they are appealing to the public to

          understand the health dangers of vehicle emissions and to be re-

        sponsible vehicle owners ( ). Fines, issuedTuinaceva and Shute, 2015

         daily, are largely ignored ( ); yetLand Transport Authority Fiji, 2016

          recent action to share databases with Fijian courts has enhanced en-

         forcement ( ). Further to this, eldLand Transport Authority Fiji, 2016 fi

         o cers will also receive electronic devices to allow database accessffi

        ( ). Bus emission standards haveLand Transport Authority Fiji, 2016

    been set and sta areff      receiving training about the standards (Prakash,

       2016). Also, recently acquired automated motor vehicle inspection

         systems in Fiji now allow accurate smoke emission testing (Land

         Transport Authority Fiji, 2016 ). Change to emissions levels of Fiji s’

           vehicle eet will likely be gradual; however these actions by the Landfl

         Transport Authority seem well placed to foster vehicle emissions re-

    duction in the longer term.

  4.4. Regional cooperation

          There is a need for regional cooperation to share information and

         lessons learned, to promote regional and interregional exchange and to

        undertake joint projects and research activities ( ).Rogo, 2011 Nunn

        (2009) recommends meetings, both within and between PICs, where

         communities can detail how they have dealt with environmental issues

          and learn from each other. The Secretariat of the Regional Environment

        Programme (2017) facilitates such dialogue between 21 PICs; providing

         advice and developing regional strategies. This has contributed to sig-

          ni cant progress in the way waste is managed; with open dumpsitesfi

      rehabilitated, garbage collection services expanded and successful

       recycling initiatives being implemented in Palau and Kiribati

       ( ;Secretariat of the Paci c Regional Environment Programme, 2010fi

       Secretariat of the Paci c Regional Environment Programme, 2016fi ).

   4.5. Empowering local leadership

       Successful environmental management in PICs will include tradi-

         tionally respected community leaders and stakeholders at every stage of

        the process: from planning through to ongoing management (Keppel

        et al., 2012a). Successful projects employing these characteristics in-

         clude forest conservation in the Solomon Islands ( Lauer and Aswani,

          2010 Keppel et al., 2012b; ) and marine and terrestrial resource man-

        agement in Fiji ( ). Similarly, co-operativeClarke and Jupiter, 2010

       waste management programs have developed technical capacity of

       Paci c Islanders leading toward self-su ciency in waste managementfi ffi

       ( ).Secretariat of the Paci c Regional Environment Programme, 2016fi

     5. Implications for air quality policy

          E ective management of wastes and also of vehicles in PICs willff

           bring improvement of air quality. The current extent of air quality is-

          sues and their impacts on environment community and health need to

         be established using relevant local data. Together with an under-

           standing of local community needs and culture, such data will form a

            starting point for action. As detailed in Section , air quality data is1

            largely absent across the PICs. If emissions are to be reduced and air

      quality improved, a multi-faceted approach involving community

       awareness-raising, collection of data, provision of alternative options,

         penalties for pollution and the provision or empowerment of human

     resources to allow enforcement are required.

 5.1. Awareness

           In order for air quality policy to be e ective air pollution healthff

        risks must be e ectively communicated to the wider community,ff

          especially those in leadership positions. It may be appropriate to invite

         elders, teachers and religious leaders ( ) to workshops onNunn, 2009

           impacts of air quality and practical ways to reduce emissions at a

         community level. Ideally, such a workshop would guide the community

leaders          to develop their own solutions appropriate to their local context

          ( ); determining how to achieve national air qualityKeppel et al., 2012a

          goals within their community ( ;Clarke and Jupiter, 2010 Govan et al.,

          2012). Follow-up sessions may be useful to share successful ideas be-

   tween communities ( ).Nunn, 2009

 5.2. Data

          It is di cult to know that emission reduction has occurred withoutffi

          data. The biggest health risk from particle air pollution identi ed forfi

            Suva City was fossil fuel smoke ( ). The study method‘ ’ Isley et al., 2018a

            used in ( ) was not able to identify speci c industrialIsley et al., 2018a fi

          premises or other speci c point sources for fossil fuel smoke sources.fi

         Although estimates of sources were based on emissions inventory data

          ( ) from fuel imports, more accurate information needsIsley et al., 2016

           to be gathered to determine the output from speci c industries of in-fi

           terest. Once these are known, it is possible to formulate goals and

        strategies for improvement; starting with the most signi cant sources.fi

          This emissions inventory method is used by industry and government to

        reduce air pollution in Australia (Australian Government Department of

    the Environment and Energy, 2014).

          Goals for air quality improvement must be measurable. As most PICs

         currently lack air quality monitoring, setting air quality standards based

           on pollutant concentrations are redundant. In this regard it is vital that

          basic air quality monitoring be established in key locations across the

          PICs. In residential areas, there is evidence that smoke from biomass

          and waste burning is a large emission source that represents signi cantfi
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            human health risk ( ; ). This re-Isley et al., 2016 Isley et al., 2018b

            presents a modi able risk that needs to be addressed. In addition to airfi

           quality monitoring, it may be useful to survey a residential area for

            burning activity to establish a baseline level and then to repeat the same

        survey after certain time periods to measure improvement. Vehicle

            emissions have also been identi ed as an air pollution source in Fiji thatfi

           carries a signi cant health risk ( ). Sharing data fromfi Isley et al., 2018a

       the Land Transport Authority, regarding vehicle numbers, emissions

          test results and frequency of nes issued for excessive smoke, wouldfi

       demonstrate whether vehicle regulations and fuel quality improve-

        ments are e ective in reducing emissions. For industrial sources,ff

       emission reduction should be demonstrated through emissions testing

        or emissions estimates based on the emissions technology employed.

 5.3. Alternatives

       Practical and economically feasible alternatives must be available

         before lasting behaviour change occurs. For waste burning, this means

          that waste disposal alternatives must be available, even for those living

          in informal settlements that do not have standard council waste col-

          lection. Even where regular waste collection is available in Suva, people

             still burn their waste ( ), often because they do not wantIsley et al., 2016

          dogs, wind and rain to disturb their rubbish. Raised waste platforms

          (imagery Supplementary Section D) are a partial solution to this. A

         short-term waste levy, used to provide sealed garbage containers for

          each household may provide another way to remove this barrier. A

          similar special waste levy was used in Australia to provide containers

      for green-waste and recyclables collection (NSW Environment

   Protection Authority, 2017e, 2017g).

           Potential to improve the quality of diesel fuels in Fiji, for auto-

          motive, industrial and shipping uses should also be investigated, as this

          would bring a reduction in emissions regardless of other controls (Isley

           et al., 2016). Diesel emission reduction strategies in PICs may take a

         similar form to those developed for Australia; which has developed

         strategies for shipping ports, cruise ships and other diesel emissions

       ( ;PAE Holmes, 2011 NSW Environment Protection Authority, 2017b,

  2017c, 2017h, 2017i).

 5.4. Penalties

         In regard to control of vehicle emissions, Fiji s Land Transport’

         Authority has commenced a program that holds great potential (de-

          tailed in Section ), which should be supported and continued. Im-4.3

        provements to this program may include increased communication with

           the Department of Environment, in terms of sharing statistics as well as

          investigation of potential bene ts of changes to fuel quality and fuelfi

           taxation. As with improvements in air quality, it is critical that results

           are measured quantitatively, so that the success of the program can be

     measured and adjustments made as necessary.

         Further to this, penalties for breaching environmental laws need to

          be realistic and enforceable. As noted above, an important barrier to

          enforcement of environmental policy is that penalties in PICs for waste

           burning or vehicle emissions can be too severe. Kiribati faced such an

           issue ( ) with stop or abatement notices being issuedTiaeke et al., 2002

            to polluters but were not followed through. As a result, it was re-

        commended that on-the-spot nes would be more e ective, howeverfi ff

          these also seem to have been poorly enforced ( ). Si-Sherborne, 2014

         milarly, rather than a $10,000 dollar ne for burning wastefi

           ( ), an on-the spot ne that represents a fewGovernment of Fiji, 2007c fi

         hours earnings may be easier to enforce and more e ectiveff  in pre-

        venting this behaviour. Tonga has recently introduced such regulations

         ( ). In Australia, a program encouraging theGovernment of Tonga, 2016

          wider community to report the littering activities of others has been

       highly successful in terms of prosecutions (NSW Environment

    Protection Authority, 2017a, 2017d, 2017f).

  5.5. Human resources

        Education programs, waste strategies and gazetted penalties are no

         use without workers to enforce them. Workers require training and

      wages, hence environmental management requires nancial commit-fi

           ment. The bene ts of air quality improvement must be kept in mind;fi

           they represent a saving to the community in terms of reduced pre-

         mature mortality and reduced illness. These carry nancial bene ts offi fi

        increased productivity and reductions in health expense ( ).OECD, 2012

        A small grants scheme to support community waste-reduction in-

        itiatives, such as , mayNSW Environment Protection Authority (2017j)

         be appropriate; this would build capacity within communities for waste

     management without requiring additional government employees.

 5.6. Summary

        Table 1 demonstrates the common elements between the di erentff

           successful actions. In particular, these show that they all have a focus

         on local management and capacity building. Future actions to improve

            air quality in the Paci c Islands will likely be more e ective if theyfi ff

    incorporate these previously successful elements.

    5.7. Interrelationship with climate change

         Interestingly, both the barriers and best practices identi ed here forfi

         successful formation and implementation of air quality policy in the

           Paci c Islands are similar to those identi ed by thefi fi Paci c Centre forfi

       Environment and Sustainable Development (2011) for dealing with

 Table 1

                        Common elements of successful environmental management strategies in the Paci c Islands. While the ful lment of each category may vary dependent upon the specifi fi fic d e finition of that

             category, it is noteworthy that these programs/strategies each satisfy a number of these criteria.

   Program/ strategy Section discussed

  in this study

 Locally managed/

 empower existing

leaders

 Locally funded/

co-funded

 Public awareness

campaign

  Co-ordination with other

  government departments or

groups

 Capacity building/

 training locals

    Reduce, reuse recycle 4.1

   Turtle conservation 4.1

   Container deposit 4.2

    Waste tipping fees 4.2

  Ecotourism 4.2

   Trust funds 4.2

   Land transport authority vehicle

 emissions campaign

 4.3

  Forest conservation -Solomon

Islands

 4.5

  Marine resource management

Fiji

 4.5
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         climate change in this region. The interrelationship of particulate air

          pollutants, especially black carbon, in Fiji with climate change is dis-

           cussed in ( ), which quanti es the emissions and henceIsley et al., 2016 fi

       radiative forcing potential from di erent emission sources.ff Hossain

         (2018) argues that whilst air pollution science typically focuses on

         health risk and climate science focuses on radiative forcing potential,

            both issues are based on the burning of biomass and fossil fuels, hence

    an integrated approach is warranted.

 6. Conclusion

          The challenges to improving air quality in the Paci c Islands stemfi

       from spatially distributed populations, limited resources and infra-

         structure, failure to understand environmental and health risks as well

       as complicated systems of governance. Successful environmental man-

          agement programs in the Paci c have involved the best practices listedfi

             in . These include a high level of local engagement, in terms ofTable 1

       planning, nancial commitment, development of local leadership andfi

      communication between stakeholders; they also incorporate capacity

         building aspects and frequently make use of public awareness cam-

          paigns. For air quality to be accepted as requiring improvement across

         the Paci c Islands, local authorities must develop an understanding offi

          the current risks. Once this data has been assembled from monitoring

         and evaluation, it must be communicated e ectively to those commu-ff

          nity leaders who will ultimately be involved in the broader education,

      dissemination and enforcement of air quality policy.

   Appendix A. Supplementary data

          Supplementary material related to this article can be found, in the

    online version, at doi: .https://doi.org/10.1016/j.envsci.2018.02.013
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